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Abstract  
People are not interested in science; it is not true! Just looking at the journals’ web, you can realize 
that most viewed articles are related to scientific topics such as climate change, asteroids that can 
impact against our planet, future trips to the Moon or Mars, the subjects of medicine or genetics and 
many others. For this reason, the Official College of Catalan Chemists, in collaboration with the civic 
centers of Barcelona, has designed some workshops about science fields applied to normal life to 
refresh and, in some cases, disseminate science to the whole society, especially for adults and the 
elderly. Molecular cooking can be understood as a scientific discipline developed in the last twenty 
years by high-level chefs all around the world such as Ferran Adrià and Carme Ruscalleda. This 
discipline is the combination of chemistry and culinary techniques and allows experimental learning of 
some chemistry basis. Non-formal courses developed with a molecular cooking background give the 
opportunity to people, all overages with a special interest in adult, to learning on science 
popularization. In our case, workshops are performed in civic center all-around Barcelona and the 
main objective is to propagate science everywhere. In the science to molecular cuisine workshop, we 
work and explain the core ideas of liquid nitrogen freezing, protein structure change, spherification 
procedures and food base pH indicators. To understand nitrogen freezing basis, ice creams and 
cocktails can be prepared, and lack of water solidification is noticed in the product. To appreciate 
protein structure change, egg white colour and structure modification due to temperature is compared 
with egg white changes when pH is modified. Finally, spherification as one of the most impressive 
molecular cooking techniques is used to explain the basis of ion bonds. In the Periodic Table, 
chemical elements and cuisine workshop we work on chemical elements such as copper, iron, 
aluminium, lead. From the alloys we talk about brass, bronze and stainless steel, its chemical and 
physical properties. Finally, experiments are carried out with bioelements and biomolecules such as 
sugar, oil and proteins. The response of the participants has been very favourable to continue in this 
way. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Although in the last decade, the interest in science among young people has suffered a decrease, this 
data cannot be applied to the entire population [1]. As you can see looking at the journals’ web, some 
of the most viewed articles [2] are related to scientific topics such as: climate change, asteroids impact 
on the earth, trips to the moon or mars, facts about human body and genetics…  

With the aim of refresh and disseminate popular science to the whole society the Official College of 
Catalan Chemist “Col·legi Oficial De Quimics De Catalunya” [3] has developed in collaboration with 
civic centres "Centres cívics" of the Barcelona council [4] the Science to molecular cuisine workshop 
and the Periodic Table, chemical elements and cuisine workshop.  

The courses are generally developed at the “Centre Cívic Vil·la Urània” [5], an open space created by 
the Council of Barcelona to disseminate science to the society. Each workshop has an approximated 
duration of two hours starting at 11 am and ending at 1 pm on Fridays.  

Most of the assistants are adults or elderly people although there are some young assistants as you 
can see in Fig.1. Our workshops try to apply a non-formal learning methodology [6] without following a 
problem-based system. Molecular cooking is a scientific discipline born as a combination of chemistry 
and culinary techniques with an impressive development in the last twenty years [7]. 

We try to show chemistry in the most basic level and compare it to daily life with a special approach on 
molecular cooking to refreshing science [8]   
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Figure 1 Science to molecular cuisine workshop developed at “Centre Cívic Vil·la Urània” 

High-level chefs such as Ferran Adrià and Carme Ruscadella are worldwide known for their 
contributions to this discipline. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
Science popularization [9] to non-scientific population requires low theoretical background and key 
practical conclusions. For this reason, the Science to molecular cuisine and the Periodic Table, 
chemical elements and cuisine workshop tries to teach by a learning by doing methodology. Here we 
explain the basis of our practical procedures which can be classified in: spherifications, liquid nitrogen 
freezing, biomolecule structure change and cuisine pH indicators.  

2.1 Spherifications 
The popularity of Ferran Adrià comes from his closed restaurant "El Bulli" situated in the Catalan city 
Roses with a Rating of three Michelin stars. At "El Bulli", the spherification technique through sodium 
alginate also known as “False Caviar” was developed. It consists in the formation of solid and 
consistent external balls from a liquid food preparation (Fig.2) that when bitten release their internal 
liquid food preparation [10].  

 
Figure 2 Spherification technique done by the Science to molecular cuisine workshop participants 
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Spherification technique can be done with different raw materials (wine, cola drinks, gazpacho, orange 
juice, yogurt…) and depending on molecular characteristics of substances a different protocol must be 
carried out. 

On the one hand, calcium rich products such as yogurt undergo a procedure called reverse 
spherification. In reverse spherification technique, sodium alginate is added to water in a specific 
proportion and then the calcium-based food is added to the sodium alginate solution to obtain the 
sphere. On the other hand, non-calcium rich products undergo direct spherification (Fig.3). They are 
mixed with sodium alginate and when the mixture is generated, a small quantity of it is added to a 
calcium chloride solution to obtain the final spheres.  

 
Figure 3 Direct spherification being performed by a workshop assistant 

2.2 Liquid nitrogen freezing applied to cuisine 
Nitrogen is the most abundant bioelement present at the atmosphere in an approximated 
concentration of 79%. When Nitrogen is in a liquid state, it is colourless with a boiling point of -
197.79ºC at atmospheric pressure.  

It can be stored and used to freeze instantly foods due to its low boiling point. When placed liquid 
nitrogen into fruits such as strawberries, you can see in Fig.4 how they become frozen 
instantaneously. This fast freezing process does not allow additional water to become frost and 
therefore a strong taste can be noticed. 

 
Figure 4 Workshop assistants tasting frozen strawberries made with liquid nitrogen 
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In addition, different liquid products such as milk, orange juice or "Cacaolat" can be frozen to obtain 
instantaneous ice creams. 

2.3 Biomolecule structural change in the kitchen 
Proteins are biomolecules made through the connexion of numerous small biomolecules called amino 
acids. Proteins are essential in life conducting a wide number of functions such as allow metabolic 
reactions, control of cell structure, molecule transport, energy source…Usually protein function 
depends on its structure and it can be changed when the medium properties are modified with 
modifications in the temperature or pH variation.  

They can be found in close any food but are especially abundant in animal food products like white 
egg. You can see in Fig. 5, the effects of temperature changes and pH changes on the protein 
structure of white egg.  

 
Figure 5 Biomolecular structural changes of kitchen products can be noticed in white egg (left bottom)  

and mayonnaise mayor (right bottom). 

About 50 percent of the proteins of egg white are composed of ovalbumin, which is easily obtained in 
crystals. Its molecular weight is 46,000 and its amino acid composition differs from that of serum 
albumin. Other proteins of egg white are conalbumin, lysozyme, ovoglobulin, ovomucoid, and avidin.  

Egg-yolk proteins contain a mixture of lipoproteins and livetins. The latter are similar to serum albumin, 
α-globulin, and β-globulin. The yolk also contains a phosphoprotein, phosvitin. Phosvitin, which has 
also been found in fish sperm, has a molecular weight of 40,000 and an unusual amino acid 
composition; one third of its amino acids are phosphoserine. 

Lipids are another essential biomolecule in life with numerous functions such as energy source, a 
basic component of cell membranes, heat insulation.  

Due to their chemical properties, lipids try to avoid contact with water and generate structures to 
prevent contact with water. Soil blended with an acid such as vinegar or lemon and egg yolk 
generates the famous stable emulsion known as "mayo" (Fig.5).  

2.4 Food based pH indicators 
pH is a measurement of hydronium ions concentration at a liquid also known as acid or basic 
measurement. Historically to determinate the degree of acidification in a substance, pH indicators 
where used. pH indicators are colour changing chemical compounds due to variations in the 
hydronium ions concentration (Table 1.).  

Red cabbage can be boiled, and the extract is being used as a pH indicator, this plant is enriched in a 
pigment called anthocyanin which colour ranges from intense red under acid liquids to yellow under 
basic substances.  
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Table 1 

Substance  Phenolphthalein  Tornasol  Red cabbage  

acid  Transparent  Red  Violet  

alkaline  Pink  Blue  Yellow  

In the workshops we gave to the assistants a rack with a variety of typical house products such as 
vinegar, lemon, diluted bleach (Fig.6.). When red cabbage extract was added they could observe the 
solution colour change and the differences were written.  

 
Figure 6 Assistants comparing the pH differences of a variety of daily house use products  

3 CONCLUSIONS 
These molecular cuisine experiments, which we have introduced in this work, are planned to be 
attractive and pleasant. The principle goal of this activity is to allow participants, adults and elderly 
people, to experience science in a less-structured and more playful manner. All these experiments are 
designed to be straightforward and materials are chosen with safety in mind.  

To sum up, we conclude that: 

• Any people want to know about science but sometimes they are not enough interested to spend 
their free time learning about it  

• A learning by doing program help adults and elderly to understand the basis of chemistry.   
• The most traditional arena for exploration and experimentation is schools and university science 

laboratories. However, we have been taking advantage of another setting: the civic center 
kitchen  

• We have strongly encouraged our participants to do science experiments using simple materials 
[11]  

• They could repeat these activities at-home  
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